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KEY TO EXERCISE - 19  
Verify the outlines written by you with this ‘key’, and practise them 

at least three lines each. 

  

 

Verify your deciphered words with this ‘key’, correct and practis

them, at least three lines each. 

  

1) losses last follow rely allure 

2) lever alike lithograph lissom allowance

3) Allison listener sprawl crawl lily 

4) optional nestle unlucky bolero realm 

5) shines shuttle shelter shekel blush 

6) vicious polish abolish replenish tuition 
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key’, and practise them 

, correct and practise 

lorry 

allowance seldom 

yellow 

available 

Harsh 

 appreciable 
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Compare the following ‘key’ i.e. scripts (1) and (2) with your outlines, correct them,  
and practise the scripts, as many times, as you can. 
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Compare the following ‘key’ i.e. scripts (1) and (2) with your outlines, correct them,  
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Verify your transcribed passages with this  ‘key’, correct it and practise the script, as 
many times, as you can. 
  

(3) Mr. Luis Murray.  Dear-sir:  Referring to-our Sales Manager’s call upon you last 

Friday, we-are extremely sorry to say we-are-unable to supply a piece of silk 

design you wish.  If-you-will allow us to say-so, it-is thoroughly out

and it-is highly unlikely to-sell.  We-enclose you small sample of a new silk of very 

smilar appearance, which wears long, and-as, we-think, far more likely to

your lady customers.  We hope to know your decision to-take this.  We also enclose a 

copy of-our new book of summer styles in ladies fancy blouses.  Yours faithfully, 

Sunshine silk mills. 

 

 
(4) A teacher in a class room feels, he-is-the monarch for-his period and

expressions are final.  But experience has shown otherwise and very often he feels 

more like an unnecessary trespasser forcing his way into enemy territory.  In

days of scholars unrest and teacher indifference, most young peopl

institutions of higher education are in-the wrong impression of-their 

in their subject.  They never realise, a higher degree with research backing is 

insufficient strength to-face number of young scholars and more especia

persuade them as a teacher he-has something useful to express to
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passages with this  ‘key’, correct it and practise the script, as 

our Sales Manager’s call upon you last 

unable to supply a piece of silk of the 

is thoroughly out-of fashion now, 

enclose you small sample of a new silk of very 

think, far more likely to-please 

take this.  We also enclose a 

our new book of summer styles in ladies fancy blouses.  Yours faithfully, 

his period and-his 

are final.  But experience has shown otherwise and very often he feels 

more like an unnecessary trespasser forcing his way into enemy territory.  In-these 

days of scholars unrest and teacher indifference, most young people emerging from 

their higherfamiliarity 

ree with research backing is  

face number of young scholars and more especially to 

has something useful to express to-them. 


